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BUILD SECURITY INTO EVERY CARD
Custom Overlay Watermark Create a customized, 
transparent security image — such as a logo, symbol 
or text — to be integrated as a permanent watermark 
within the printed card’s overlay panel and make 
duplication virtually impossible.

Optional Lamination Apply overlaminates to further 
enhance card security and durability.

RESIN THRESHOLD FOR TRUE
K PANEL PRINTING
With resin threshold, operators can decide when resin 
should be utilized based on color concentration for 
darker and more crisply de�ned text and barcodes.

CUT CONSUMABLES COSTS
Low-cost, high-capacity, full- and half-panel color 
ribbons signi�cantly lower cost-per-card and reduce 
total cost of ownership.

Earth-Friendly
GreenCircle® Certi�ed for e�cient 

energy consumption and support for 
eco-friendly (ECO) re�ll ribbons.

Improved Security
Inclusive resin scramble data protection 

hides any information printed with a 
resin panel while standard password 

protection and AES 256 data encryption 
provide additional peace of mind.

Highly Versatile
Powerful printing in a modular, scalable 
design — built-in dual-side printing can 
be activated with the simple use of an 

RFID tag, making after-purchase 
upgrades virtually e�ortless.

VERSATILE CARD APPLICATIONS
Add optional contact and/or contactless card 
encoding to access a variety of applications:

•  Contactless door entry

•  Cashless vending

•  Time & attendance

•  Gift/Loyalty cards
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Learn more at hidglobal.com/dtc1500  

DTC1500
COST-EFFECTIVE, VERSATILE,
SECURE CARD PRINTING
HID® FARGO® DTC1500, a �exible and 
modular direct-to-card printer that cuts 
costs and strengthens security.

Customizable
watermark feature
comes standard
on every unit

https://www.hidglobal.com/products/id-card-and-badge-printing/fargo/dtc1500

